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WITH GREAT POWER COMES GREAT SIBLING RIVALRY! Sometimes?you embrace your destiny. And sometimes?you and
your troublemaking adopted brother find yourselves trapped in a scientific lab explosion that grants you $@&%ing awesome
superpowers. As a result of their accident, Eric and Woody Henderson ? aka Quantum and Woody ? must ?klang? their
wristbands together every 24 hours or both dissipate into nothingness. Which makes superhero-ing pretty awkward when you?re
not on speaking terms at the moment. See, Eric has been keeping a pretty big secret: He knows who Woody?s birth father really
is?and where he?s been hiding all these years. Starting right here, Quantum and Woody make headlines and take names as
deeply alarming and untrustworthy writer Daniel Kibblesmith (The Late Show with Stephen Colbert) and eye-popping artist Kano
(Daredevil) give the Valiant Universe the adjective-worthy superheroes it deserves: QUANTUM AND WOODY! Collecting
QUANTUM AND WOODY! (2017) #1?5.
Once, he was the hired killer known as Angelo Mortalli. Now, there is only Bloodshot. Brought back from the grave by the
corporate scientists of Project Rising Spirit, Bloodshot is powered by nanoscopic machines that can repair all injuries and
maximize his physical potential. But the nanites can't replace his lost memories - or help him shake the feeling that he was once
anything but a hero. Atoning for his sins in a world he no longer knows, can the man now called Bloodshot recover the secrets of
his past? From Valiant legends Kevin VanHook (Batman Confidential), Don Perlin (Captain America, Ghost Rider), Mike Vosburg
(ARCHER & ARMSTRONG), John Dixon (ETERNAL WARRIOR) and many more, follow the complete collected adventures of the
original man from Rising Spirit - from his origin and very first appearances to his debut in his own smash-hit series - in this first
deluxe, oversized volume! Collecting BLOODSHOT (1993) #0-24, along with RAI (1992) #0, RAI COMPANION (1993) #1,
ETERNAL WARRIOR (1992) #5 and #14-16, SECRET WEAPONS (1993) #3, 9-10 and #13, and H.A.R.D. CORPS (1992) #5.
The official novelization to the hotly anticipated movie, Bloodshot, based on the bestselling Valiant comic series and starring Vin
Diesel, Guy Pearce, Sam Heughan, and Eiza Gonzalez, and directed by Dave Wilson. BEING A HERO IS IN HIS BLOOD. After
he and his wife are murdered, Marine Ray Garrison is resurrected by a secret team of scientists. Enhanced with nanotechnology,
he becomes a superhuman, biotech killing machine - "Bloodshot" - without any memory of his previous life. But some things can't
stay buried, and Ray refuses to back down when his memories begin to surface. Haunted by the face of his family's killer, he will
stop at nothing to take his revenge. And discovers a conspiracy going deeper than he could have possibly imagined... CONTAINS
EXCLUSIVE SHORT STORY 'INTO THE FIRE'
?THE HUNT? IS ON! Bloodshot is on the hunt. Determined to stop the violent reign of terror that plagues Colorado,Bloodshot
journeys across the Rocky Mountains to destroy the remaining nanites that have caused mass murderers to spring up across the
state. But will the drugs, booze, and insane visions rattling around his head put an end to his journey before it begins? Start
reading here as New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire (THE VALIANT,?Descender) and Eisner Award-nominated artist
Butch Guice (NINJAK,?The Winter Soldier) begin the second staggering story arc of the chart-topping new series that
Entertainment Weekly calls ?a subversive new take on Valiant?s resident unkillable killing machine.? Collecting?BLOODSHOT
REBORN #6-9.
A seismic, universe-spanning event! Nothing will ever be the same? For the rare and immensely powerful subset of humanity
known as psiots, their unique abilities have come with an enormous cost. Once, their existence was known only to a select few.
Now, the revelation that thousands of these latent telekinetic ?harbingers? secretly live among us ? with the potential to be
activated at any moment ? has led the American government to a dramatic tipping point? Armed with new extra-governmental
authority, the deep-black ops military contractor known as Omen has been authorized to identify, evaluate, and, if need be,
eliminate all super-normal threats to the homeland. H.A.R.D. Corps units have been deployed into cities and towns across the
United States to enforce their orders. As the situation escalates beyond human control, the United States will be plunged into
darkness from coast to coast, launching Bloodshot and Ninjak into a dangerous mission to neutralize their one-time teammate,
Livewire ? and setting the stage for the most shocking, most violent, and most consequential clash of powers ever witnessed in the
history of the Valiant Universe! Collecting HARBINGER WARS 2: PRELUDE #1, HARBINGER WARS 2 #1-4, and HARBINGER
WARS 2: AFTERMATH #1.
Harbinger Wars, Valiant?s first crossover event, begins here! Two dozen undisciplined, untested and untrained superhuman
children have just escaped from a top-secret research facility and into the world. When Bloodshot, Toyo Harada and Peter
Stanchek join the chase, will the Valiant Universe be ready for its first all-out superhuman showdown? Collecting HARBINGER
WARS #1-4 by acclaimed writers Joshua Dysart (Harbinger) & Duane Swierczynski (Bloodshot) and artist Clayton Henry (Archer &
Armstrong), start reading here for a high-stakes tale that will put Valiant?s greatest heroes to the ultimate test! ?From the art to the
writing, Harbinger Wars is a smooth package?? ? The Onion/A.V. Club ?Five stars? A big event done right. It?s hugely
entertaining?? ? Comic Vine ?Harbinger Wars is an absolute blast?? ? Multiversity Comics
GET SMASHED...OR BE SMASHED! Meet Armstrong: Since the ancient city of Ur, this immortal adventurer has spent the last
7,000 years drinking and carousing his way through history alongside some of the greatest merrymakers the world has ever
known. Meet Archer: A sheltered teenage martial arts master and expert marksman that was raised for a single purpose - to kill
the devil incarnate. Little did he know that this undying evil was actually Armstrong (he's actually a pretty good guy...once you get
to know him) and, since hitting the road together, the two have become great friends and even better partners. Now: Archer is
about to set off on his most dangerous mission yet - a quest into the mystic reaches of Armstrong's bottomless satchel to liberate
his friend and comrade from the clutches of the mad god Bacchus! (Okay, so, Armstrong went into the satchel himself to get a
bottle of whiskey that he kinda misplaced and got stuck. It's like the Amazon warehouse of arcane treasures in there...and he
doesn't exactly have a maid service.) Imprisoned in Armstrong's satchel for centuries, Bacchus now commands a legion of
monsters, goblins and golems bent on escaping back into the world of man and enacting revenge on their captor... Can Archer
single-handedly combat the godly embodiment of intoxication himself - and rescue his best buddy - without becoming lost amongst
Armstrong's endless repository of bizarre artifacts and historical oddities in the process? From red-hot rising star Rafer Roberts
(Plastic Farm) and superstar artist David Lafuente (Ultimate Spider-Man), Valiant's next blockbuster series starts here! Collecting
A&A: THE ADVENTURES OF ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #1Ð4.
Every mission?is someone?s last. Out of the ashes of Harbinger Wars, Bloodshot is about to join the weaponized men and women
of the HARBINGER ACTIVE RESISTANCE DIVISION ? the black budget, technologically-augmented strike force where the
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powers are dangerously unstable and every mission is a one-way ticket into the meat grinder. With a reluctant leader calling the
shots and a new crop of untested rookies manning the frontline, Bloodshot is about to take H.A.R.D. Corps behind enemy lines ?
and into a gasoline-drenched, synapse-snapping suicide run where no one is safe?and heroes always die trying. Collecting
BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #14-17 and BLOODSHOT #0, join acclaimed writers Christos Gage (Avengers Academy)
and Joshua Dysart (Harbinger Wars) and superstar-in-the-making Emanuela Lupacchino (Archer & Armstrong) right here to light
the fuse on an explosive new chapter for Bloodshot and the Valiant Universe?s most feared team of superhuman operatives! Also
featuring the shocking origin of Bloodshot as told by Matt KIndt (Mind MGMT) and ChrisCross (Superman/Batman)!
WHO ARE...THE UNITED? A new day has dawned for the elite assemblage of heroes called UNITY, and, in the wake of the
Armor Hunters? invasion, the time has come to grow their ranks. Who will be the next fearless hero to join the roster of the world?s
most elite superteam? And just what is the international strike force called THE UNITED ? and why have they marked UNITY?s
own X-O Manowar, Ninjak, Livewire, and Eternal Warrior for elimination? Join New York Times best-selling writers Matt Kindt (Rai,
Mind MGMT), and red hot artists CAFU, Cary Nord and Robert Gill as they look back with the Eternal Warrior to the trenches of
WW I and the top secret missions of Unit-Y before detonating the planet?s first superteam vs. superteam war right here with a bold
new beginning for UNITY! Collecting UNITY #12-14 and UNITY #0, plus HARBINGER: FAITH #0 by New York Times best-selling
writer Joshua Dysart (Harbinger) and rising star Robert Gill (Eternal Warrior).
‘90s tech. Bad attitudes. No wi_ . It’s Valiant’s 21st-century shock troops – head-to-head against Project Rising Spirit’s _rst
wave of superhuman specialists! With a valuable oil pipeline in dire peril, Bloodshot and the expendable commandos of H.A.R.D.
Corps are headed to Africa to bring down a network of terrorist saboteurs. But as Bloodshot digs into the multinational oil
conglomerate he’s been brought in to protect, he’ll soon _nd himself confronted by the complex truth behind the terror – and up
close and personal with an older, scrappier, more grizzled generation of wet-wired soldier from the glory days of proxy wars and
state-sponsored assassination. Collecting BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #18-19, BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS:
H.A.R.D. CORPS #0, and BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #22-23, don’t miss a single shot _red as acclaimed creators
Christos Gage (Superior Spider-Man), Joshua Dysart (Harbinger Wars) and Duffy Boudreau (BlackAcre) partner with an all-star
cast of top talents – including Bart Sears (X-O Manowar), ChrisCross (Superman/Batman) and Al Barrionuevo (The Authority) – for
a brutal, globe-spanning cavalcade of missions from the classi_ed archives of Project Rising Sprit and beyond.
Soldier. Guardian. Warrior. Legend. Across ten millennia and a thousand battlefields, Gilad Anni-Padda has traversed the darkest,
most mysterious corners of history. But the horror and bloodshed of constant warfare has finally taken its toll on the man myth
calls the Eternal Warrior?and he has abdicated his duties as the Fist and the Steel of Earth for a quiet life of seclusion. But when a
blood vendetta from the distant past suddenly reappears in the modern day, he must decide if he will return to the ways of war?for
the child who betrayed him thousands of years ago? From New York Times best-selling writer Greg Pak (Planet Hulk) and
superstar artists Trevor Hairsine (X-Men: Deadly Genesis) and Clayton Crain (Carnage), this volume collects the first four issues
of the series that Comic Vine calls ?action-packed, well-written, and overflowing with potential.?
Before BLOODSHOT hits the silver screen in 2020, experience the hit seriesthat debuted Valiant's nanite-enhanced commando
with this essential standalonevolume! Killed in action, soldier Ray Garrison is brought back from thedead by Project Rising Spirit, a
private military contractor trafficking inviolence. Infused with cutting-edge nanotechnology, Bloodshot's nanitesmake him a nearly
unstoppable killing machine. His enhanced strength, speed,endurance, and healing make him the perfect weapon, and he serves
his masters atPRS very well. But after defying his programming and escaping his captors,Bloodshot will fight to rediscover the
secret of his true identity and exposethe billion dollar black-bag operation that created him once and forall. From acclaimed writers
Duane Swierczynski (Birds of Prey) and MattKindt (Mind MGMT) and all-star artists Manuel Garcia (Black Widow), Barry
Kitson(The Amazing Spider-Man), Arturo Lozzi (Immortal Weapons) and more - theBLOODSHOT DEFINITIVE EDITION trade
paperback collection re-presents theblockbuster first year of the breakout Valiant series behind the upcoming majormotion picture
from Sony! Collecting BLOODSHOT #0-13.
Those guys are the worst. Once upon a time, Eric and Woody Henderson were inseparable. Adopted brothers. Best friends.
Brilliant minds. Years later, they are estranged siblings, petty rivals, and washed-up failures. But when their father's murder leads
them into the throes of a life-altering scientific accident, Eric and Woody will find themselves with a whole new purpose — and a
perfectly legitimate reason to wear costumes and fight crime. Go big or go home, folks! Quantum and Woody are coming! (And,
yes, there is a goat too.) Collecting QUANTUM AND WOODY #1-4 by creators James Asmus (Thief of Thieves) and Tom Fowler
(Hulk: Season One), start reading here to jump into the action-packed, zeitgeist-shredding exploitation stunt comic that Comic
Book Resources calls "yet another critically acclaimed hit for Valiant Comics."
His sacrifice will be her salvation. From New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire (BLOODSHOT REBORN, Black Hammer)
and extraordinary artists Lewis LaRosa (BLOODSHOT REBORN) and Mico Suayan (BLOODSHOT REBORN), a bloody and
vengeful new era for Bloodshot begins here as Ray Garrison escapes his violent past to build the one thing he never thought he?d
earn: a family. But when a hateful secret from his true love?s past threatens their fragile peace, Bloodshot will be forced to run
headlong into a barrage of blood, bullets, and broken bones for a revenge-fueled assault that will have crushing consequences for
those he holds most dear? Now: In the arms of his beloved girlfriend Magic, Bloodshot has finally found hope for the future?in the
form of the couple?s unborn child. But when Magic?s estranged family ? a cruel and sadistic clan of homegrown criminals ? reemerge to lay claim to their lost daughter, Bloodshot will be pushed back to the brink of madness, mayhem, and warfare? Soon:
Eight years from today, Bloodshot?s daughter has inherited her father?s incredible abilities. Hunted by a high-tech kill squad called
Omen, Jessie must hone her powers?and learn how to survive before the world is swallowed whole by the darkness that now
pervades America? Collecting BLOODSHOT SALVATION #1?5.
Before a weapon is deployed in battle, it must be designed, refined, field-tested. Bloodshot was no exception. In the early days of
the private military contractor Project Rising Spirit, the nanite-infused super-soldier who would one day become their most violent
and valuable asset was a resource to be mined - and it was up an enterprising team of scientists to ensure he did what he was
told. But memory is a tricky thing...and the man Bloodshot used to be won't let go of his past so easily... Writers Kevin Grevioux
(New Warriors), Eliot Rahal (The Paybacks), and Lonnie Nadler and Zac Thompson (Cable) team up with distinguished artists Ken
Lashley (Black Panther), Rags Morales (Action Comics), and more to open a door once closed and reveal answers to questions
that Bloodshot himself would never think to ask! Collecting BLOODSHOT RISING SPIRIT #1-8.
ÒTHE HUNTÓ IS ON! Bloodshot is on the hunt. Determined to stop the violent reign of terror that plagues Colorado,Bloodshot
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journeys across the Rocky Mountains to destroy the remaining nanites that have caused mass murderers to spring up across the
state. But will the drugs, booze, and insane visions rattling around his head put an end to his journey before it begins? Start
reading here as New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire (THE VALIANT, Descender) and Eisner Award-nominated artist
Butch Guice (NINJAK, The Winter Soldier) begin the second staggering story arc of the chart-topping new series that
Entertainment Weekly calls Òa subversive new take on ValiantÕs resident unkillable killing machine.Ó Collecting BLOODSHOT
REBORN #6-9
Every mission is a suicide mission. Your name is Angelo Mortalli. Your brother is trapped behind enemy lines and on the verge of — no.
That’s not right. Your name is Raymond Garrison. You’ve retired from the dangers of the field, but a desperate plea from your oldest friend
plunges you into a vicious firefight that — no. That’s not right, either. You are Bloodshot. You are the shade of gray that freedom requires. The
perfect confluence of military necessity and cutting-edge technology. A walking WikiLeaks. A reservoir of dirty secrets that could set the world
on fire. And you’ve just been captured. Collecting BLOODSHOT #1-4 (2012) by best-selling writer Duane Swierczynski and acclaimed artists
Manuel Garcia & Arturo Lozzi, find out why this is the series that has IGN proclaiming “Valiant is quickly becoming the publisher to beat.”
To kill a king?they created an army. The world?s most dangerous man, Toyo Harada, has been struck by the one thing he never thought
possible ? fear. Halfway across the globe, a new power threatens to topple modern civilization and, to preempt the cataclysm that is to come,
Harada will unite the most unforgiving team the world has ever known ? UNITY. Their mission: defeat the threat responsible for the
destruction of MI-6, the decimation of an alien world, and the occupation of Eastern Europe? Unseat the warrior king armed with the
universe?s most powerful weapon? Kill X-O Manowar! Collecting UNITY #1-4 by New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (Mind MGMT)
and superstar artist Doug Braithwaite (Justice), discover the greatest heroes of the Valiant Universe right here with the landmark first arc of
the chart-topping series that Ain?t It Cool News calls ?completely satisfying.?
GET SMASHED...OR BE SMASHED!? Meet Armstrong: Since the ancient city of Ur, this immortal adventurer has spent the last 7,000 years
drinking and carousing his way through history alongside some of the greatest merrymakers the world has ever known. Meet Archer: A
sheltered teenage martial arts master and expert marksman that was raised for a single purpose - to kill the devil incarnate. Little did he know
that this undying evil was actually Armstrong (he's actually a pretty good guy...once you get to know him) and, since hitting the road together,
the two have become great friends and even better partners. Now: Archer is about to set off on his most dangerous mission yet - a quest into
the mystic reaches of Armstrong's bottomless satchel to liberate his friend and comrade from the clutches of the mad god Bacchus! (Okay,
so, Armstrong went into the satchel himself to get a bottle of whiskey that he kinda misplaced and got stuck. It's like the Amazon warehouse
of arcane treasures in there...and he doesn't exactly have a maid service.) Imprisoned in Armstrong's satchel for centuries, Bacchus now
commands a legion of monsters, goblins and golems bent on escaping back into the world of man and enacting revenge on their captor...
Can Archer single-handedly combat the godly embodiment of intoxication himself - and rescue his best buddy - without becoming lost
amongst Armstrong's endless repository of bizarre artifacts and historical oddities in the process? From red-hot rising star Rafer Roberts
(Plastic Farm) and superstar artist David Lafuente (Ultimate Spider-Man), Valiant's next blockbuster series starts here!
The Renegades thought they could get their old lives back. They thought they could bring down Toyo Harada and the Harbinger Foundation.
They were wrong. And now one of them will die. Once again, Peter Stanchek and the Renegades are on the run with the combined forces of
the Harbinger Foundation and Project Rising Spirit closing in on all sides. This time, however, the team?s newest member, Ax, has left a trail
of leaked classi?ed information that could win the day ? but also put the few loved ones they have into dire peril. Collecting ?Resistance? and
?Death of a Renegade? from HARBINGER #20-25, a Renegade will fall as New York Times best-selling creators Joshua Dysart and Clayton
Henry unleash a major milestone for Valiant?s acclaimed teenage superteam. ?One of the most binge-worthy superhero comics currently
available? It?s nearly impossible to guess where the story is going to go next.? ? The Onion/A.V. Club
A better future. Or no future at all. Super-powered teenager Peter Stanchek is on a dangerous path. Skipping across the country in a
desperate attempt to stay one step ahead of the authorities, Peter is quickly realizing that he's a psionically-charged "harbinger” with the
potential to reshape the course of human history. But Peter's plight has not gone unnoticed. Respected philanthropist and fellow harbinger
Toyo Harada is about to offer Peter the chance at the things for which the boy has always longed – family, inner peace, self-control – and
induct him into the sprawling, secret network of conspiracy and subversion known as the Harbinger Foundation. Now Peter begins his long
road towards a destiny that will shake the very foundations of the Valiant Universe. His first lesson? All power comes with a price. Collecting
the first five issues of the critically acclaimed series by New York Times best-selling author Joshua Dysart (Unknown Soldier), acclaimed
artists Khari Evans (Carbon Grey) and Lewis Larosa (PunisherMAX), this is the perfect place to catch up with the series that Comic Book
Resources calls "superheroes at its best”.
Every mission is a suicide mission. Your name is Angelo Mortalli. Your brother is trapped behind enemy lines and on the verge of - no. That's
not right. Your name is Raymond Garrison. You've retired from the dangers of the field, but a desperate plea from your oldest friend plunges
you into a vicious firefight that - no. That's not right, either. You are Bloodshot. You are the shade of gray that freedom requires. The perfect
confluence of military necessity and cutting-edge technology. A walking WikiLeaks. A reservoir of dirty secrets that could set the world on fire.
And you've just bee.
Valiant?s most-demanded hero steps out of HARBINGER?and into an all-new adventure! Orphaned at a young age, Faith Herbert ? a
psionically gifted ?psiot? discovered by the Harbinger Foundation - has always aspired to greatness. But now this once ordinary teenager is
taking control of her destiny and becoming the hard-hitting hero she?s always known she can be - complete with a mild-mannered secret
identity, unsuspecting colleagues, and a day job as a reporter that routinely throws into her harms way! Well, at least she thought it would?
When she?s not typing up listicles about cat videos, Faith makes a secret transformation to patrol the night as the City of Angels? own
leading superhero ? the skysoaring Zephyr! But flying solo is going to be tougher than she ever thought when Zephyr uncovers a deep-rooted
alien conspiracy. Two-bit burglars and car thieves are one thing, but when the world needs a hero to stave off a full-blown extraterrestrial
invasion, will Faith find herself in over her head?or ready for her biggest challenge yet? Rising star Jody Houser (Orphan Black) and
explosive artists Francis Portela (Green Lantern) and Marguerite Sauvage (DC Comics Bombshells) pilot a new chapter for the high-flying
hero that People Magazine calls ?a superhero we can all admire.? Collecting?FAITH (LIMITED SERIES) #1-4.
Cold war no more! Peter Stanchek. Toyo Harada. The two most destructive superpowers in the world ? literally ? have come to a reckoning of
will, and in the fallout of their cataclysmic con?ict, each will come to grips with a world in which the other is free?and unchecked. Their former
families, the Harbinger Foundation and the Renegades, lie in shards around them. What will stop these men ? either of them ? from reducing
the world to ashes? Jump on board the convention-defying series that the Onion/A.V. Club calls ?the crown jewel of Valiant?s line-up? as
New York Times best-selling writer Joshua Dysart and red-hot artists Rafa Sandoval, Khari Evans, Mico Suayan, and Stephen Segovia close
the door on one generation of Harbinger Renegades?and prepare the foundation for another. Collecting HARBINGER: OMEGAS #1?3 and
HARBINGER: BLEEDING MONK #0.
X-O Manowar ? locked in battle with Valiant?s all-star superteam, Unity! X-O Manowar finally has it all, and his people finally have a land they
can call home?but threats from all sides now threaten to destroy the man inside the armor, Aric of Dacia, and the peace he has struggled to
secure. While unrest stirs and Aric?s camp threatens to rebel against him, the most dangerous strike force ever assembled ? Unity ? have
joined forces with the Harbinger Foundation?s Toyo Harada to achieve but one goal: destroy X-O Manowar before his actions push in
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western civilization to the brink of all-out nuclear annihilation. Collecting X-O MANOWAR #19-22 by New York Times best-selling writer
Robert Venditti (Green Lantern) and acclaimed artists Cary Nord (Conan), Vincente Cifuentes (Batgirl), and Trevor Hairsine (Eternal Warrior),
prepare yourself for an all-new story arc of the epicenter of the year?s biggest comics event that will leave X-O Manowar ? and the Valiant
Universe with him ? forever changed.
Anyone you know could become a psionically powered ?harbinger.? Your neighbor. Your boss. Your best friend. Your kids. Six months ago,
a secret team of renegade whistleblowers leaked the existence of these extraordinarily dangerous individuals to a stunned world. Today, all
across the country, crude, DIY psiot activation attempts have left hundreds brain-damaged?or worse. The emergence of a new psiot in a
community often leads to riots and mass violence. America is terrified of what could happen next. Now, Kris Hathaway, John ?Torque?
Torkelson, Faith ?Zephyr? Herbert, and Peter Stanchek are about to discover their calling. Together, the HARBINGER RENEGADES are
moving from town to town, building their ranks, and subverting authority one mind at a time?and setting out to prove once and for all that
behind their power, there has always been a purpose. The most fearless superteam in comics is going underground for AN ALL-NEW
ONGOING SERIES from rising star Rafer Roberts (Plastic Farm) and acclaimed artists Darick Robertson (Transmetropolitan, The Boys) and
Juan Jos? Ryp (Britannia)! Collecting HARBINGER RENEGADE #1-4.
A battle-scarred mission from Aric of Dacia?s youth? Before space? Before the armor? Return to the apex of the Visigoth conquest as a
younger, brasher Aric and a sword-wielding grifter set off on a continent-spanning quest for fortune, glory, and power! From the bloodstained
sands of the gladiatorial arena to the dunes of the Arabian Desert, meet the man who would become the warrior-king of an alien civilization ?
and our own world?s most powerful hero ? as he sets out to seize his destiny once upon a time in a land of faraway kings and unrepentant
conquerors! Jump on board one of the most acclaimed series in comics here as New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (HARBINGER
WARS 2, Mind MGMT) and blockbuster artist Trevor Hairsine (ETERNITY) ? the best-selling team behind the DIVINITY trilogy ? reunite for a
thrilling melee of blood and steely-eyed daring at the height of ?the barbarian age with a brutal new chapter in the epic saga of X-O Manowar!
Collecting X-O MANOWAR (2017) #15?18.
New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire (THE VALIANT, Descender) and red-hot rising star Mico Suayan (HARBINGER, Moon Knight)
deliver an all-new ongoing series for Valiant?s most unrelenting hero! Bloodshot?s nanites made him a nearly unstoppable killing machine.
His enhanced strength, speed, endurance, and healing made him the perfect weapon, and he served his masters at Project Rising Spirit ? a
private contractor trafficking in violence ? very well. Now, Bloodshot is a shadow of his former self. He lives in self-imposed exile, reeling from
the consequences of his past life and the recent events that nearly drove him mad. But when a rash of shootings by gunmen who appear to
look just like Bloodshot begin, his guilt will send him on a mission to stop the killers, even if it means diving head-long into the violence that
nearly destroyed him. Start reading here as visionary creators Jeff Lemire and Mico Suayan kick-off a brand-new beginning for the cuttingedge commando called Bloodshot...and plunge him to his darkest, bloodiest, most mind-bending depths yet! Collecting BLOODSHOT
REBORN #1?5.
In Bloodshot we trust! Project Rising Spirit ? America?s greatest exporter of classified weapons technology ? has achieved a breakthrough: a
contagious, airborne nanite dispersion prototype that can turn the population of any city into an army of indestructible soldiers. A doomsday
virus capable of destroying an enemy nation from the inside out. A machine-made pathogen that can completely rewrite human
physiology?and hardcode every man, woman, and child with the same cutting-edge technology that created their greatest weapon:
Bloodshot. But now?Project Rising Spirit?s top-secret contagion has been released onto the streets of America?s greatest metropolis: New
York City. As mayhem engulfs Manhattan, Bloodshot must lead the most dangerous invasion ever waged on American soil and keep a
runaway pandemic from toppling armies and governments? and threatening to destroy humanity itself. In the tradition of THE VALIANT, the
Big Apple turns blood red in a pivotal new standalone comics event from New York Times best-selling writer Jeff Lemire (Bloodshot Reborn,
Extraordinary X-Men) and superstar artist Doug Braithwaite (Armor Hunters, Justice)! Collecting BLOODSHOT U.S.A. #1-4 and
BLOODSHOT REBORN #0.
Bloodshot, the unstoppable supersoldier trapped in a never-ending war... Once, he was the perfect living weapon, created to follow orders.
Now, Bloodshot works alone, using his lethal skills to protect those who cannot protect themselves. But a mysterious and powerful
organization is watching, and they're not about to let something as dangerous as Bloodshot remain free... From electrifying writer Tim Seeley
(Revival) and superstar comic artists Brett Booth (Teen Titans) and Tomás Giorello (X-O MANOWAR), comes an all-new, pulse pounding
Bloodshot adventure that will set the ultimate soldier on a mission to make sure the future isn't weaponized. Collecting BLOODSHOT (2019)
#1-3, along with material from the VALIANT: BLOODSHOT FCBD 2019 SPECIAL.
VALIANTÕS MOST DEMANDED HERO STEPS OUT OF HARBINGERÉAND INTO AN ALL-NEW ADVENTURE! Orphaned at a young age,
Faith Herbert Ð a psionically gifted ÒpsiotÓ discovered by the Harbinger Foundation - has always aspired to greatness. But now this once
ordinary teenager is taking control of her destiny and becoming the hard-hitting hero sheÕs always known she can be - complete with a mildmannered secret identity, unsuspecting colleagues, and a day job as a reporter that routinely throws into her harms way! Well, at least she
thought it wouldÉ When sheÕs not typing up listicles about cat videos, Faith makes a secret transformation to patrol the night as the City of
AngelsÕ own leading superhero Ð the skysoaring Zephyr! But flying solo is going to be tougher than she ever thought when Zephyr uncovers
a deep-rooted alien conspiracy. Two-bit burglars and car thieves are one thing, but when the world needs a hero to stave off a full-blown
extraterrestrial invasion, will Faith find herself in over her headÉor ready for her biggest challenge yet? Rising star Jody Houser (Orphan
Black) and explosive artists Francis Portela (Green Lantern) and Marguerite Sauvage (DC Comics Bombshells) pilot a new chapter for the
high-flying hero that People Magazine calls Òa superhero we can all admire.Ó Collecting FAITH (LIMITED SERIES) #1-4.
A legend-fueled odyssey into eons past! For years, Jack Boniface believed that he knew the true story of the Shadowman loa ? the true story
of the curse inside him. He was wrong. For the first time, Jack Boniface is about to discover the long-hidden history of the supernatural power
that became his birthright? Unmoored in time and space, the loa is about to reveal its untold dimensions?and now, the last defender of the
wall between our realm and the Deadside is falling backwards through the astral void, finding himself face to face with his forebears across
the centuries ? from the paranoia-addled alleyways of 1940s New York to the fire-scorched plantations of the Civil War?all the way back to
the primeval height of the African savannah in 40,000 B.C.!

A murderer?s row of comic talents ? Peter Milligan (Hellblazer), Duane Swierczynski (Birds of Prey), B. Clay Moore (JSA: The
Liberty Files), Howard Chaykin (American Flagg), Lewis LaRosa (Punisher MAX), Manuel Garcia (Black Widow), and many more
? come together for a collection of stories from throughout the bullet-riddled history of Valiant?s most brutal and relentless hero!
Meet the man behind Bloodshot ? or is he? ? when one soldier?s untapped killer instinct takes over in ?The Glitch?! Then,
Russian superpies don?t die easy as ?Sleepers? takes Bloodshot deep into the biting cold of a former Soviet state and face to
face with an enemy eerily similar to himself. Plus: the origin of Bloodshot retold, Howard Chaykin?s ?Protocol?, and much more!
Collecting BLOODSHOT #24, the oversized BLOODSHOT #25 anniversary extravaganza, and an exclusive Director?s Cut of
BLOODSHOT #1 ? featuring a never-before-seen, behind-the-scenes look inside the script, art, and character designs of the
blockbuster first issue that set Bloodshot in motion!
Assault on Project Rising Spirit! Bloodshot is finally free of the memories that have haunted him since his awakening – but now
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even greater mysteries remain. Who was he before he was transformed into a walking weapon of mass destruction? And does he
have a real family out there somewhere? Unfortunately, the only man with the answers is the former mastermind of Project Rising
Spirit, the quasi-governmental science division that created him – and he’s just struck a devil’s bargain with Bloodshot. “Destroy
your creators and I’ll reveal everything.” Well, almost everything… Collecting BLOODSHOT #5-9 by acclaimed writer Duane
Swierczynski (Birds of Prey) and artists Manuel Garcia (Black Widow), Arturo Lozzi (Immortal Weapons), and Matthew Clark
(Avenging Spider-Man), Bloodshot’s brutal, bullet-riddled tour of duty through the Valiant Universe continues right here in the
second shock-inducing volume of the series that Complex calls “hard and heavy with each issue.”
For nearly a century, MI-6, the most elite branch of Britain?s clandestine intelligence service, has honed a ruthlessly effective, topsecret division ? THE NINJA PROGRAMME ? into one of its nation?s most finely wielded weapons. Tasked as the first and last
line of defense for queen and country, this small shadow army of agents and assassins has produced a succession of notable
assets, including NINJA-A, the Queen?s silent weapon of World War I; NINJA-E, the globe-trotting secret agent that pulled the
Cold War back from the brink of Armageddon; and, most recently, NINJA-K, aka Colin King, a brash but fearless instrument of
lethality that has saved the world from madmen and terror at every turn. But now?an unknown enemy is hunting and killing
members of THE NINJA PROGRAMME one by one ? and NINJAK is next on the list. A new can't-miss ongoing series from
renowned writer Christos Gage (Netflix?s Daredevil) and Valiant?s latest superstar artist, Tom?s Giorello (X-O MANOWAR), starts
here with stunningly precise jumping-on point revealing the classified history of the black-budget spy network that trained Colin
King and his predecessors?and leading Ninjak on a manhunt through a cold, calculating world of espionage and international
intrigue in search of a killer targeting all ninja agents ? past and present! Collecting NINJA-K #1?5.
A blistering battle royale! Watch the live-action digital series, then jump headlong into the fight-fueled showdown of the century as
acclaimed writer Eliot Rahal (The Paybacks) and red-hot artist Joe Bennett (Teen Titans, Deathstroke) reveal the full scope and
adrenaline-drenched intensity of NINJAK VS. THE VALIANT UNIVERSE! Colin King is Ninjak, MI6?s deadliest intelligence
operative and weapons expert. When the ruthless assassin Roku exploits his greatest weakness, Ninjak will be forced to betray
his closest allies. Now, on the run, he must face off against the most powerful heroes known to man for a high-octane, take no
prisoners, trial by fire more perilous and more unpredictable than any he?s faced before. In 2018, the world?s most dangerous
super-spy goes to war with the Valiant Universe? Guest-starring X-O Manowar, Bloodshot, Livewire, Archer & Armstrong,
Shadowman, and more, don?t miss the ULTIMATE JUMPING-ON POINT for the most acclaimed and hotly followed publisher
anywhere in comics today as Ninjak leads an all-star introduction to the most brutal fighters the Valiant Universe has to offer!
Collecting NINJAK VS. THE VALIANT UNIVERSE #1-4.
JAPAN IN THE 41st CENTURY! The year is 4001 A.D. ? led by the artificial intelligence called ?Father,? the island nation of
Japan has expanded out of the Paci?c and into geosynchronous orbit with the ravaged Earth below. With billions to feed and
protect, it has fallen to one solitary guardian to enforce the law of Father?s empire ? the mysterious folk hero known as Rai. They
say he can appear out of nowhere. They say he is a spirit?the ghost of Japan. But when the ?rst murder in a thousand years
threatens to topple Father?s benevolent reign, Rai will be forced to confront the true face of a nation transformed?and his own
long-lost humanity? Collecting RAI #1-4 by New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (Unity, Mind MGMT) and superstar artist
Clayton Crain (X-Force, Carnage), start reading to discover an astonishing new vision of the future that Comic Book Resources
calls ?an immersive experience?unlike anything else in comics.""""
Every mission is a suicide mission. Your name is Angelo Mortalli. Your brother is trapped behind enemy lines and on the verge of
? no. That?s not right. Your name is Raymond Garrison. You?ve retired from the dangers of the field, but a desperate plea from
your oldest friend plunges you into a vicious firefight that ? no. That?s not right, either. You are Bloodshot. You are the shade of
gray that freedom requires. The perfect confluence of military necessity and cutting-edge technology. A walking WikiLeaks. A
reservoir of dirty secrets that could set the world on fire. And you?ve just been captured. Collecting BLOODSHOT #1-4 (2012) by
best-selling writer Duane Swierczynski and acclaimed artists Manuel Garcia & Arturo Lozzi, find out why this is the series that has
IGN proclaiming ?Valiant is quickly becoming the publisher to beat.?
New York Times best-selling writer Robert Venditti (BOOK OF DEATH, X-O MANOWAR) and visionary artist Raœl AllŽn (NINJAK,
Hawkeye) forge a new legend for ValiantÕs master of war! For five millennia, the Eternal Warrior has shaped history at the end of
his sword. HeÕs razed empires, toppled civilizations, and broken armies as an immortal soldier in service to the Earth. But now,
the Eternal Warrior has been torn from the world he once protected and finds himself stranded in a hostile alien landscape unlike
any heÕs faced before. Separated from his earthly environs, can historyÕs deadliest soldier survive a realm far older, far deadlier,
and far more ruinous than anything heÕs ever encountered? Beyond Earth lies eternity... Collecting WRATH OF THE ETERNAL
WARRIOR #1Ð4.
In the deserts outside Las Vegas, Bloodshot has banded together with Project Rising Spirit?s most dangerous escapees. But
when the Harbinger Wars erupt all around them, can he shape these super-powered children into a force for good ? or are they
too far gone? He?ll have to find out the hard way as the opposing forces of PRS and the Harbinger Foundation descend on all
sides, bringing about a crucible the likes of which the Valiant Universe has never seen? Collecting BLOODSHOT #10-13 by
acclaimed writer Duane Swierczysnki (Birds of Prey) and legendary artist Barry Kitson (Amazing Spider-Man), jump headlong into
the uncompromising action of Valiant?s first crossover event right here with an all-new standalone story arc that will redefine the
weapon ? no, the soldier ? no, the hero known only as Bloodshot. ?The best big action book on the shelves?? ? Comic Book
Resources ?Month after month, Bloodshot continues to be the most brutal superhero book on the stands.? ? IGN
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